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Introduction
Methylmercury is a dangerous chemical compound that can pass through the blood brain barrier and potentially

 cause hearing loss, speech impairment, tremors, and abnormal eye movement in adults (Benoit, 2014). This poison

 harms the central nervous system but the intensity of damage depends on the amount of mercury entering the body. To

 determine the cause of disorders that may occur due to mercury contamination, such as growth disorders, hyper

 salivation, and mental retardation (Ni, 2011), scientists test and learn the effects of this poison on different types of

 cells.

In this experiment chicken, Gallus gallus, embryo nerve cells are used; this model reflects the human body

 because the cell’s behavior may predict human effects if similar circumstances were to occur, such as being exposed to

 methylmercury. The Gallus gallus cells also reflect human cells in their mechanisms and processes of the nervous

 system, allowing results from this experiment to be relevant to humans (Miura, 2000). The embryos were ten days old

 by the time of dissection while their nervous system was not yet developed and the sense of pain nonexistent. Mercury

 damage also depends on the stage of development of the nervous system; the developing system is more sensitive so

 this suggests that the cells in the embryos will be vulnerable to methylmercury. Additionally, since different forms of

 mercury may affect different parts of the neuron (Hock, 1997), this study specifically focused on mitochondria.

Mitochondria are the energy source of the cell since it supplies most of the cell’s chemical energy, adenosine

 triphosphate (ATP) (Kandel et al., 2012). Although more mitochondria could grow if the cell feels it cannot continue

 growth with its current ATP production, any dosage of methylmercury will harm the organelle and reduce the

 mitochondrial activity, resulting in cell death at times (Atchison and Limke, 2002).

The central nervous system is made up of neurons and glial cells. Kendel et al. (2012) stated that neurons were

 the main contributors to many system processes while glial cell functions remained unknown. Glial cells are nearby

 axons, dendrites, and cell bodies of neurons; although they do not specifically produce action potentials, they are a big

 part in the neuron-glial signaling process and synapse development (Kendel et al., 2012). In the embryo, these cells are

 critical in the secrets of the nervous system development.
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In this study I, along with partner Michael Cummings, tested our hypothesis that methylmercury will result in

 lower mitochondrial abundance in glial cells compared to glial cells that are not exposed to the dangerous chemical

 compound. With low mitochondria abundance in glial cells the signaling process will decrease causing a slower energy

 production; the actions of those process may be weak and/or not result at all. As far as my partner and I know, no

 research has be done regarding methylmercury effect on glial mitochondria; however, this chemical compound is

 known to cause mitochondrial death in neural cells (Toimela and Tähti, 2004).

Michael and I used MitoTracker, an active florescent dye, to stain mitochondria red. The MitoTracker bounds to

 the mitochondria in a cell and with a fluorescence microscope we were able to see and capture cell images with stained

 mitochondria. The dye is bright if there is an abundance of mitochondria in a particular area, also signifying activity,

 because of increased membrane potential (Chazotte, 2012). However, there could be the same amount of mitochondria

 in a glia cell with methylmercury but the brightness will be dimmer because the activity is lower due to the chemical

 compound effects. In this study, we are only focusing on the concept that if the brightness is high in the cell, there is a

 high abundance of mitochondria and mitochondrial activity but if the mitochondria abundance is low then we expect to

 see a lower brightness compared to the control.

 

Materials and Methods
See materials from Primary Culture of Chick Embryonic Peripheral Neurons 1: Dissection (Morris, 2014a); one

 square of aluminum foil was added for the cover slip cleaning. Also note that HBSS means Hanks Balanced Salt

 Solution and DMEM is Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium. Keeping a coverslip lint free is critical in the cleaning

 procedure. Additional steps were taken to grow more axons from the neurons: poly-K treatment for cover slips for three

 hours (create a sticker coverslip), 200ng/mL of NGF instead of 50 in order for more signals to allow axon growth,

 plated 60 ganglia and 6 sympathetic chains instead of 40 and 4 to increase amount of cells, and dissection took place

 earlier allowing a 38hour undisturbed growth time instead of 24hrs.

Methods

Experimental procedures were carried out as Professor Morris’ protocol in Primary Culture of Chick Embryonic

 Peripheral Neurons 2: Observation of Live Unlabled Cells (Morris, 2014b). For this experiment we used an observation

 chamber so all four sides of the coverslip were sealed with VALAP.          

Same procedure was carried out as part II of Primary Culture of Chick Embryonic Peripheral Neurons 3:

 Staining and Observation of Live Cells (Morris, 2013c). A simplified version is as followed:

Control: Retreat cell dish and remove growth medium. Add plain DMEM. Incubate for 10minutes. Wash out plain
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 DMEM with DMEM three times. Add MitoTracker. Incubate 10minutes. Wash out MitoTracker with DMEM. Create

 observation chamber.

Experimental: Retreat cell dish and remove growth medium. Add Hg DMEM. Incubate 10minutes. Wash out Hg

 DMEM with fresh DMEM three times. Add MitoTracker. Incubate 10minutes. Wash out MitotTracker with DMEM.

 Create observation chamber.

Incubation was for 10minutes; this is simplified from Leong et al. (2001), who did their incubation for

 20minutes. In Figure 1 of Leong et al. (2001) it explains that Hg exposure induced growth cone collapse within

 10minutes. Mike and I felt that due to that reason, 10minutes should be enough for our Gallus gallus glial cells.

Equipment

            Throughout the data collection and analysis of this investigation, we used a Nikon Eclipse E200 fluorescent

 microscope with a Sony DWF-X700 camera and a 1.0X camera mount, in addition to two iMac computers (Capricorn

 and Taurus) with Mac OS X 7.1 software. The SPOT software was used for image collection and ImageJ 1.40g

 software for our data analysis.  All equipment was provided by Wheaton College in Norton, MA in the Imaging Center

 for Undergraduate Collaboration, ICUC, of the Mars Center for Science and Technology.

Data Analysis

            SPOT captured live image stills of glial cells at 40x objective lens in Phase 2. The best and most focused shots

 of the control and experimental slides were saved and used for this experiment.

Using ImageJ on the Taurus Mac, we opened up the best image for our control and experimental. The

 background of both images were different due to different exposure times that the images were captured at. We

 conducted a background normalization; to do so, Michael and I choose a hot spot, which is the brightest area near the

 cell, in the experimental image. The mean brightness of the area was 14.9 and when we did the same in the control

 image the mean brightness was 31.5. In order to get equal background brightness, we divided 31.5 by 14.9, which gave

 us 2.1. Still on ImageJ, we went on the top to Process ® Math ® Divide and typed 2.1 when it asked for “Value”. This

 changed the background so both images now have a baseline background of 15 for the brightness. Having the same

 background, allowed us to compare the brightness inside the cell.

 To calculate the brightness inside the cell, we used the polygon tool in the ImageJ software. We did our best to

 outline the fluorescent cytoplasm that also included clear and focused mitochondria of the glia cell in both the control

 (Figure 1) and experimental image (Figure 2). Fortunately, since the experimental image had no blurry mitochondria,

 we used the entire image. When we outline the control, we attempted to have the area close in number of pixels so we

 did not use the whole cell and only focused on the area with the clearest mitochondria. We went to Analyze ® Measure
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 and ImageJ calculated the brightness of the shape we outline; this is seen in Figure 3. I then took both mean brightness

 of the area we outline, from Figure 3, and created a bar graph for a side-by-side representation, seen in Figure 4.

 

Results
Regardless of the methylmercury exposure, both, the control and experimental image, showed mitochondrial

 activity since the red dye was visible and bright. However, the difference in brightness from the control and

 experimental image is close in numbers.
 

Figure 1: A glia cell without methlymercury after fluorescent light exposure under a Nikon Eclipse E200 microscope
 with 40x objective lens. The outlined region indicates the area with the most focused and clear mitochondria
 (pixels=170218). Background brightness is 15 and outlined area brightness is 34.49. Michael Cummings and I share the
 same picture due to our collaboration in this study.
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Figure 2: A glia cell with methlymercury after fluorescent light exposure under a Nikon Eclipse E200 microscope with
 40x objective lens. The outlined region indicates the area with the most focused and clear mitochondria
 (pixels=125490). Background brightness is 15 and outlined area brightness is 33.13. Michael Cummings and I share the
 same picture due to our collaboration in this study.
 
 

Figure 3: Chart made from ImageJ after outlined area of the cell was selected and measured. 1 is the control, Figure 1,
 and 2 is the experimental, Figure 2. Comparison could be made because both images have a baseline background of 15
 for brightness. Michael Cummings and I share the same picture due to our collaboration in this study.
 
 

Figure 4: Side by side representation of the mean brightness from Figure 3. The control shows a brightness of 34.49
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 while the experimental shows a mean brightness of 33.13. Both mean brightness are from inside the outlined area as
 shown in Figure 1 and 2.
 
 

Discussion and Conclusion
The results do not support or refute the hypothesis that methylmercury will result in lower mitochondrial

 abundance in glial cells compared to glial cells that are not exposed to the poison. Once exposed to mercury, the

 brightness of the mitochondria in the glia did lower implying less ATP production because of lower mitochondria

 abundance; however, both images were close in numbers with a 1.36 brightness difference. This small difference is not

 enough to support or refute the hypothesis. This also implies that the mitochondria abundance stayed relatively the

 same, producing close amounts of activity. In Figure 4 we can see a clear side-by-side representation of the difference

 in mitochondria brightness. The control resulted in a brightness of 34.49, which is only 1.36 higher than the

 experimental brightness of 33.13.

            Wilding et al., 2001 conducted a similar experiment. This group looked at mitochondrial aggregation patterns in

 human oocytes and preimplantion embryos. Although different in some ways, they concluded that mitochondrial

 activity is closely correlated with the rate of development. In our experiment, since the embryos are ten days old and in

 the very early stages of development, we can conclude that methlymercury had a small effect and lowered the

 production of activity in the mitochondria organelle by a trivial amount. From a cellular standpoint, the side effects of

 methylmercury are damaging. The MitoTracker was able to dye the mitochondria and with the poison, we are able to

 see some difference it made.

            Sources of errors may have occurred in the limitation of our data. In this study we only give one example of a

 control and one example of the experimental; this restricts our findings and data. Additionally, while capturing images

 of the control, the experimental was not looked at until forty-five minutes after; time may have affected our data, which

 serves as an additional variable. To better improve this study, we would extend it over a longer period allowing more

 room for trial and errors and take time between imaging into consideration.

            Future experiments could reflect very similar procedures to what Wheaton Alumni, Juliana Fess, measured in

 2006. While looking at glial cells, one can also look at communication between a neuron and glial cells and support or

 refute what Juliana found: exposure to mercury does effect how neurons and glial cells communicate. It would also be

 interesting to expand on the current study and analyze the difference between neurons and glial cells in their

 mitochondrial activity given the brightness of specific regions on the cells. 
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